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ABSTRACT
As the demand for more powerful and smaller electronics rise, the need for creative cooling so-
lutions to prevent burnout becomes increasingly paramount. In response to recent cooling needs,
new cooling techniques, such as jet impingement cooling, spray cooling, and heat pipes, have risen
in popularity for their simple design and efficiency in thermal transport. This interest has risen in
both industry and academia, where research has been conducted to optimize the heat transfer per-
formance for these systems and how these systems can be implemented in new technologies. One
method that has risen in interest is affecting the surface, through physical and chemical treatments,
and how these different treatments can enhance the heat removal rate for different systems.
This dissertation presents two main regions of research that, when combined, can enhance under-
standing of cooling rates for different surface treatments. The first region is utilizing time domain
thermoreflectance (TDTR) to measure the heat transfer coefficients in a microchannel experienc-
ing jet impingement cooling. This current study presents the findings of experiments that measure
the heat transfer coefficients on surfaces exposed to hot-spot heating and cooled using water jet
impingement at Reynolds numbers up to 6432. The heat transfer coefficients were found using
TDTR with a water jet on a fused silica (FS) glass substrate coated with a thin-film Hafnium-alloy
(Hf). The heat transfer coefficient data are based on a local, micron-sized hot-spot region (gen-
erated by the TDTR pump laser) that is translated at different locations relative to the stagnation
point. The study shows that at different microchannel regions (relative to the stagnation point) and
for different Reynolds numbers for the jet that the TDTR method can detect changes in the heat
transfer coefficient.
Along with a novel method to measure the heat transfer coefficients using TDTR, several stud-
ies on different surface conditions are presented in the dissertation. Physical changes in wetting
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performance is analyzed through soft wetting materials and the impact the stiffness has on the
hemwicking performance. Through a novel, in house stamping apparatus, polydimethylsiloxane
(PDMS) samples were created of varing stiffness of 0.338 MPa to 1.98 MPa. Through analyz-
ing the hemiwicking velocity, hemiwicking diffusion, and initial hemiwicking wicking velocity of
ethanol, isopropyl alcohol, and isooctane, it was observed that the stiffness of soft materials can
play a significant impact on the overall wicking performance. Furthermore, a deformation model
is presented based on pillar deformations observed with PDMS/ExoFlex hybrid samples as the
working fluids evaporated from the wicking arrays.
The chemical impact on the overall wetting performance is also analyzed and presented in this
dissertation. Two main methods were implemented to track the changes in wetting through surface
chemistry; through the application of a polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) self-assembled monolayer (SAM)
and applying a spiropyran (SPCOOH) to a microstructured gold surface. The changes in hemiwick-
ing velocity and meniscus extension with the PVA SAM displayed an important aspect of chemical
interactions with respect to hemiwicking performance, which affects the heat transfer performance
of a microstructured surface. The SPCOOH studies revealed a change in wetting behavior which
further emphasized the importance of intermolecular interaction on wetting performance, but also
revealed a controlling aspect the PVA SAM experiments did not exhibit.
Along with these studies, a preliminary study of controlling the intermolecular interactions of
metamaterials through strain to change the surface wetting is presented in this dissertation. Through
the use of a simple, uni-axial strain instrument, different metamaterials composed of hafnium diox-
ide, titanium nitride, and tungsten deposited on Kapton tape were subjected to strains up to 8%.
While under strain, significant changes in the advancing, receding, and equilibrium contact angle
were observed for both polar and non polar fluids on the surface. These changes are attributed
through changes in the intermolecular forces and verified through changes in the reflectivity while
strain is applied to the metamaterials.
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Future Heat Transfer Requirements
As the desire for more powerful and more compact electronic devices increases, the need for more
efficient cooling systems are required to prevent burnout and failure [1, 2]. In fact, Mitsutake et
al. estimates that the cooling flux needs will need to increase from the current 10 MW/m2 to 100
MW/m2 [3]. One important and well respected statement that reflects that need for improved cool-
ing methods is Moore’s Law, which states that the amount of chips per semiconductor integrated
circuit will double every two years [4, 5]. As the number of components increases, the power
dissipated will also increase, explaining the need for better cooling on these electronic systems.
However, as Moore’s Law still hold true and the power dissipation increases, the amount of cool-
ing possible leveled off, leading to an increase in the need for greater heat transfer innovation and
research [6].
Current Popular Responses and Solutions
As a result of these thermal needs, various different cooling technologies have arisen to meet
the thermal demands. Some of these technologies include jet impingement, spray cooling, and
microchannel flow [7, 6, 8, 9, 10]. Table 1.1 provides a summary of some of the heat transfer
coefficients recorded using some of these modern techniques [11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18]. It can
be observed from the table that the modern cooling methods do provide a greater cooling rate than
traditional cooling systems. Along with the orientation of the fluid flow, modern cooling systems
1
achieve higher cooling rates through utilizing two phase flow [19, 20, 21]. As a result of these
findings, research has been conducted to fully utilize these modern heat transfer techniques for
future technologies.
Table 1.1: The Measured Heat Transfer Coefficients of Micro-scale Cooling Methods in Recent
Research
Cooling Method Microchannels (Single-Phase) Microchannels (Boiling) Jet Impingement (Single-Phase) Jet Impingement (Boiling)
Fluid Water Refrigerant Water Refrigerant Water Refrigerant Air Water Refrigerant
h( kWm2−K ) 10-500 1-30 20-200 2-100 30-320 40-400 5-400 200-1000 50-120
Along with the aforementioned cooling systems, heat pipes have emerged as a popular method of
thermal management in modern design [22, 23, 24, 25]. A heat pipe is a simple device where a
material of high thermal conductivty that is connected to a heated surface (i.e. evaporator) and
a heat sink (i.e. compressor). Due to the high thermal transport ability of the material used, the
temperature gradient across the heat pipe will be relatively small, making the system effective in
cooling heated regions of interest [24]. The effectiveness and simplicity of this system has made
this form of thermal transport popular for a wide range of applications, including photovoltaic cells,
air conditioning, and micro-electro-mechanical system (MEMS) [26, 27, 28]. A subsection of heat
pipes that have recently risen in popularity is the usage of flexible heat pipes [29, 30]. This need
for flexible heat pipes have risen due to the increase in complicated geometries used in modern
technology, particularly in the fields of foldable electronics and spacecraft radiators [31, 32].
Surface Wetting
Another important aspect of maximizing the possible heat transfer removal from the surface is
understanding the liquid-surface interactions. This has revealed itself in different aspects of heat
transfer, but most notably through the evaporating meniscus extension of a fluid [33, 34, 35].
However, a region of interest that has risen within surface wetting in the heat transfer community
2
is the hydrophilicity of a surface. Since the initial speed of wetting has shown to be important in
estimating the maximum thermal transport a fluid can perform on a surface, investigations of taken
place on how the hydrophilicity of a surface impacts the heat transfer [36, 37, 38]. Through these
findings, it has become important to understand the molecular interactions between a liquid and a
surface and what can be done to optimize the thermal transport.
One of the main manufacturing techniques used on heat pipes to increase the cooling performance
of the cooling system is fabricating micro and nano sized structures to help induce wetting [39,
40]. The enhanced surface wetting that occurs due to the capillary forces brought upon by the
micro and nano sized structures is commonly known as hemiwicking [41, 42]. This is a great
advantage for modern technologies since hemiwicking acts like a fluid pump on a surface without
any moving parts. Utilizing these structures have become popular since it has been established that
these structures can help increase the critical heat flux a surface can experience [43, 39].
Approach and Outline
Due to the popularity of micro and nano scale heat transfer for cooling, this work will introduce
research performed for a variety of modern cooling techniques with ways to improve upon already
popular heat transfer systems. First, a new method to measure the heat transfer coefficients in a
microchannel experiencing jet impingement cooling using a pump-probe optical method will be
introduced. This method, first introduced by Mehrvand et al., is useful to finding the cooling con-
ditions within the thermal boundary layer at different locations along the microchannel [44]. With
a method to determine the cooling performance of a popular modern cooling technique introduced,
different methods of improving cooling on the surface will be analyzed. The methods introduced
to increase the cooling rate on the surface rate will be based on the idea of enhancing the surface
wetting that occurs, namely through hemiwicking and controllable wetting. Under the idea of con-
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trollable wetting, two main aspects are going to be investigated; changes in surface energy with
metamaterials and the use of photosensitive coatings.
The next chapter will dive deeper into what other research groups have done and the physics and
chemistry behind jet impingement, hemiwicking, metamaterials, and photoreactive compounds.
With the literature review established, the following chapter will dive into the research methodol-
ogy implemented for the different aspects covered in this dissertation. After the research method-
ology, the individual results from the different research fields will be discussed. Lastly, with all
of the findings in this dissertation presented, a synthesis of the the findings will be performed
to outline the significance of the work presented in this dissertation; novel methods to increase
the cooling rates in modern cooling technologies utilizing optical techniques to measure the heat
transport within the thermal boundary layer.
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CHAPTER 2: JET IMPINGEMENT HEAT TRANSFER
Literature Review
In academia and industry, jet impingement has risen as a popular cooling system in recent decades.
This rise in popularity is due to the higher heat transfer coefficients that are recorded with jet
impingement systems along with the need for increased heat removal to prevent burnout in recent
inventions [1, 2]. As a result of the promising initial results, a great amount of experimentation
has been conducted to discover the optimal design for jet impingement systems to get the most
efficient cooling and where the most cooling will occur.
Figure 2.1 provides a schematic of a jet impingement system cooling a heated plate. When dis-
cussing jet impingement cooling systems, it is important to understand the different regions within
the system. First, as the fluid exits the nozzle and joins the jet, shearing begins to occur on the sides
Figure 2.1: A schematic of a jet impingement cooling system with the important geometric defini-
tions when designing this cooling system.
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of the exiting fluid. This region between the exit of the nozzle and the heated surface is known as
the free jet region [45]. During the free jet region, two regions begin to develop based on the shear
penetration into the jet; the potential core and the shear layer [46]. The potential core refers to
the region where the shear penetration has not impacted the flow, creating an inviscid flow region
as the fluid approaches that heated surface [47]. In contrast, the shear layer is the section of fluid
where shear affects of interactions with the ambient fluid affect the jet flow as the jet approaches
the surface [46]. If the shear penetrates the entire jet approaching the surface, a decaying jet is
formed, where the velocity and pressure of the jet begin to decrease due to the shear forces in-
teracting throughout the jet. Main contributors to the behavior of the potential core and the shear
layer are the distance between the jet outlet and the surface and the initial velocity of the jet out of
the outlet [48].
As the jet comes into contact with the heated surface, three main regions of interest arise with
differing physics and fluid dynamics. The first region is the stagnation region, which is defined
as the region beneath the jet outlet where the fluid velocity is assumed to be zero. This region
is of particular interest in jet impingement cooling systems since the maximum cooling rates are
typically observed within the stagnation region [49]. Surrounding the stagnation region is the
acceleration region, the section of the flow where the flow direction begins to transition from
normal to the surface to parallel to the surface [49]. Lastly, the radial region is the region where
the fluid velocity is parallel to the surface [49]. Within the radial region, the boundary layer of
the fluid increases rapidly as the fluid travels down the plate. This occurs due to the decrease in
velocity of the fluid that occurs within this region [50, 51].
Various experiments have been conducted considering the optimal geometric (i.e. d jet ,h) condi-
tions to optimize the heat removal rate. One important parameter that has risen out of research is
the ratio of the distance between the jet and the heated surface to the diameter of the jet diameter.
Studies have found that the optimal ratio lies between 2 and 6 (h/d jet) [45, 52]. This is due to
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Figure 2.2: Data of jet impingement cooling from experiments by Glynn et al. at twodifferent
Reynolds numbers. The diameter of the jet is 1.5 mm and H/d jet is 2
the developing region discussed earlier in this section. If h/d jet > 6, the decaying region begins
to impede on the jet velocity and decreases the thermal transport for the cooling system. On the
contrary, for cases where h/d jet < 2, the jet does not have enough space to fully develop, leading
to a less efficient cooling rate [45]. Along with this parameter, the geometries of the jet have been
investigated. Interestingly, it has been shown that the geometry of the jet, outside of the effective
diameter of the jet, does not play a significant impact in the thermal transfer in a jet impingement
system [53].
However, some interesting findings have risen based off of investigations between differing flow
conditions for jet impingement systems. One of the main interesting findings comes from the dif-
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Figure 2.3: Comparisons of the recorded Nusselt number for different jet impingement experiments
compared to various model for predicting the thermal transport
ference in the heat transfer coefficient distribution for laminar and turbulent flows. An example of
this finding is presented in Fig. 2.2 [48]. It is observed that for turbulent flows, the highest heat
transfer coefficients occur around the stagnation region rather than within the stagnation region.
Though there is not a complete understanding of why this phenomena occurs, some attribute the
change in heat transfer coefficient distribution to the eddy currents and re circulation of flow at the
wall that is associated with turbulent flow [54]. As a result, multiple models, including the k−ω
model and the v2− f model. A comparison of the model to data gathered is presented in Fig. 2.3
[55, 56, 57, 58, 59]. It can be seen that there is great agreement for the downstream conditions, but
the accuracy greatly decreases as the flow approaches the stagnation region. Therefore, it is neces-
sary to develop an understanding of the flow conditions within the stagnation region to accurately
predict the total heat transfer that occurs within turbulent jet impingement cooling systems.
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Research Methodology
When looking at a jet impingement system, there are multiple aspects that need to be dissected to
how the experiments were performance. For these experiments, the optical set up used to conduct
TDTR must be presented along with the flow loop system used to cool the desired surface.
Time Domain Thermoreflectance
To calculate the heat transfer coefficient in the microchannel, a pump-probe optical technique was
implemented to provide the heating to the channel along with measuring the cooling performance.
Time domain thermoreflectance, more commonly known as TDTR, is a pump-probe optical tech-
nique used to measure the thermal conductivity of thin films [60, 61]. In this experiment, one laser
(known as the pump) is used to heat up a region on a thin-film surface while another laser of lower
power (known as the probe) has its reflectivity measured through the use of the detector. The pump
beam is modified through the use of an electric output modulator (EOM) and the onset of heating
from the laser to altered through a delay stage. As the time delay changes, the temperature on the
thin film surface will change, which will cause the intensity of the reflection of the probe beam to
change due to the temperature dependence of the reflectivity of the thin-film surface.
Figure 2.4 outlines the optical set up utilized to perform TDTR for the presented jet impingement
experiments. Both the pump and the probe lasers originated from an Ti:Sapphire (Pulse Frequency
= 80.1 MHz, Pulse Width = 140 fs, Central Wavelength = 787 nm). The main beam passes trough
an isolator and is directed to a polarizing beam splitter (PBS) through the use of a mirror. The
section of the beam that passes through the PBS will be the pump beam. After the PBS, the pump
beam will pass through the EOM, where the beam is frequency-modulated at 10 MHz to 100
kHz frequencies. The pump then travels through the delay stage, which is an Au retroflector on
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Figure 2.4: A schematic of the optical set up utilized to perform the TDTR experiments to measure
the heat transfer coefficients for the jet impingement system.
a computer controlled translation stage. The location of the mirror dictates the distance traveled
by the pump beam, which dictates the time delay of heating on the sample. A Raman filter is
implemented after the delay stage to increase the pump beam frequency to 800 Hz. To control the
power of the beam hitting the sample, a waveplate sample in utilized before the pump reflects off
of a second PBS (coated for 800 Hz) directs the pump toward a 20x objective. The objective then
focuses the pump onto the sample.
The second beam that is reflected off of the first PBS becomes the probe beam for this experiment.
The pump beam bypasses the EOM, delay stage, and Raman filters through the use of mirrors.
A 780 nm bandpass filter is implemented for the probe beam before a separate waveplate filter is
used to control the power of the probe. A mirror directs the probe toward the second PBS, passes
through the beam splitter, then enters the same objective as the pump beam. The probe is then
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Figure 2.5: TDTR readings for the thin-film Hf-alloy on FS with two different ambient fluids at
fmod set to 971 kHz.
focused onto the sample at the same location that the pump beam is focused on.
After hitting the thin-film sample, the reflection of the two beams travel back to the objective on
the original path of the other beam. The objective collimates both the beams and the second PBS
directs the pump beam reflection away from the detector. Before the reflected probe beam reaches
the detector, two filters are used for the beam; one neutral density filter to control the power of the
beam approaching the detector and one low pass filter to ensure no residual pump beam reflections
interfere with the intensity reading. A detector lens is then used to focus the probe beam into the
photodiode detector/sensor to be read. The voltage from the detector then passes through a 971
kHz bandpass filter to a lock-in amplifier via triple shielded RF coax-cables.
The voltage from the detector is divided into two parts by the lock-in amplifier; an in-phase voltage
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(Vin) and an out-of-phase voltage (Vout) in the frequency domain. The ratio of the in-phase voltage
to the out-of-phase voltage (− VinVout ) is the main measurement to be analyzed in TDTR experiments
[60, 61, 44, 62]. Figure 2.5 displays TDTR measurements taken from a Hf-alloy coated fused
silica (FS) sample in contact with air and still water in the microchannel with the pump modulation
frequency ( fmod) set to 971 kHz. For the heat transfer results presented, the TDTR beam travels
through the FS and heats the Hf-alloy upon contact, so the thin-film metal acts as both the heater
and the surface to be cooled. The experiments were conducted this way so that way the cooling
fluids would be in contact with the Hf-allow instead of the FS. The experiments shown in Fig. 2.5
were to conducted to find the thermal conductivity (Λ), thickness (t), and volumetric heat capacity
(Cp) since these material properties are related to the changes in the ratio as the delay time changes.
For the Hf-alloy on FS displayed in Fig. 2.5, Λ = 0.055 W/m-K, Cp = 1.86 W/cm3-K, and t = 130
nm. The oscillations that occur in the ratio values about the model line after 90 ps delay is brought
upon because of the Brillouin zone scattering from the heating of the laser in the thin-film metal
[12].
The ratio values measured from TDTR experiments at a certain time-delay can be used to calculate





where h is the heat transfer coefficient, q” is the heat flux, and ∆T is the temperature difference be-






where R is the reflectivity of the sample, P̃ is the average power of the pump beam dissipated
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into the fluid, and w is the focused beam waist of the pump laser (w ≈ 9.5µm). The temperature










where eth is the thermal effusivity and ω is the AC heating frequency of the modulated pump laser.
These two terms are defined by:
eth =
√
Λe f fCp (2.4)
ω = 2π fmod (2.5)
where Λe f f is the effective thermal conductivity. Combining the following equations yields the





2π fmodΛe f fCp (2.6)
It should be noted from Fig. 2.5 that the use of different working fluids interacting with the thin
film surface yielded different ratio values. This is attributed to the different fluid thermal effusivity.
The ratio has also been shown to change when conducting TDTR when the same working fluid is
undergoing different conditions (i.e. advenction, boiling) [44]. Since the volumetric heat capacity
is a fluid property that does not greatly change under different conditions, the change in the ratio
can be associated with the change in the effective thermal conductivity of the fluid. Therefore,
obtaining the effective thermal conductivity for the TDTR experiments can be used in Equation
2.6 to find the heat transfer coefficient in the thermal boundary layer. However, this method cannot
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Figure 2.6: (a) The dual syringe pump system implemented to create the jet impingement flow loop
system. (b) A schmatic of the jet impingement microchannel and how the TDTR lasers interact
with the fluid in the channel.
be used to find the heat transfer coefficient in the bulk motion of the fluid due to the thermal
penetration depth of the pump laser. The thermal penetration depth of the pump laser is defined as
the distance into the fluid from the thin-film surface at which the heating will be experienced into






For this study, the thermal penetration depth ranges from 200 to 300 nm. Due to the how thin
this region is, TDTR is very sensitive to the hot spot temperature since the fluid within the region
can be assumed to be the wall temperature (Ths). Therefore, TDTR can measure the local heat
transfer coefficient since the wall temperature will be dictated by the thermal effusivity (through
the effective thermal conductivity).
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Jet Impingement Flow System
Figure 2.6 (a) reveals a schematic of the jet impingement flow loop system used in this experiment.
Within the sample stage, the FS faces toward the TDTR lasers so water and interact and cool the
Hf-alloy thin-film being experiencing the heating from the lasers. The channel for water flow was
fabricated through laser cutting Teflon (thickness = 1.59 mm) to the specified dimensions (20.5
mm X 1.2 mm). An acrylic piece was placed between the back copper plate and the Teflon channel
to guide the fluid flow from the nozzles to the channel. The sample, Teflon channel, and acrylic
are sealed by compressing two copper plate around the set up, with the compression brought upon
through the use of fasteners. A dual syringe pump system on a computer-controlled stepper motor
stage is implemented to create the fluid flow. As the stepper motor stage moves, one syringe pump
drives the fluid flow toward the sample and the other syringe collects the fluid after interacting with
the sample. The fluid from the driving syringe is pushed toward the sample stage and becomes the
impinging jet for the cooling system. Meanwhile, two nozzles are used for the outlets of the
cooling channel. These two outlet lines are combined before the fluid passes through a degasser
and then to the collecting syringe. A CCD flea camera (1280 X 1024 Resolution) is used to ensure
the pump and the probe beam are focused within the microchannel.
Further details of the interactions with the TDTR lasers and the microchannel are provided in Fig.
2.6 (b). The center of the stagnation zone is what is determined as the initial x position (x0). The
sample stage is placed on a stepper motor stage while the position of the TDTR lasers are fixed.
Therefore, as the sample moves with the translation stage, a different x location in the microchannel
interacts with the TDTR lasers, meaning the heat transfer coefficients can be measured at different
x locations in the microchannel. This set up is implemented to measure the heat transfer coefficient
within the stagnation region and at downstream conditions at different Reynolds numbers.
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Findings
For the hot spot jet impingement results, an experiments was conducted where the pump beam
used for TDTR measurements heats up a sample in a microchannel. The pump and probe laser
powers were set to 7.5 mW and 4.0 mW, respectively. These laser powers provide the heating to
the channel while avoiding additional dc heating of the microchannel wall, which would increase
the wall temperature beyond what is required for nucleation. The time delay between the pump
and the probe was set to 133 ps and fmod was set to 971 kHz. This time delay was chosen based
off of the findings in Fig 2.5, where the data matches well with the model while the Brillouin
Zone scattering is occuring. For these experiments, two variables were changed; the Reynolds
number of jet and the x location of heating and measurement. The two locations focused on for
this investigation was the stagnation point (x0) and a downstream condition (x = 2.02 mm). The
Reynolds number varied from zero (stagnation condition) to 6432. For this experiment, the H/d
value was constant at 2.31. This experiment was performed to shine light on the ability of utilizing
TDTR to develop a heat transfer coefficient map within a microchannel through the use of TDTR
[64].
Figure 2.7 (a) displays the thermal effusivity results of the jet impingement experiments measured
with TDTR. It should be noted that two different behaviors were exhibited for the two different
conditions. With the stagnation point, the thermal effusivity remained relatively constant at dif-
ferent Reynolds number ouside of Re = 5400. This reveals that the temperature at the wall and
within the thermal boundary layer remains relatively constant throughout all of the flow condi-
tions. Therefore, the measured thermal effusivity does not change even as the Reynolds number
is increased. Due to this result, it can be established that greater heating from the TDTR lasers or
another heating source can be increased for using this thin-film Hf-alloy to observe if any changes
will occur with the heat transfer coefficient with turbulent flow-fields. For Re = 5400, the deviation
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Figure 2.7: (a) The thermal effusivity as a function of the Reynolds number at the two different
locations. (b) The heat transfer coefficient as a function the Reynolds number at the two different
locations. (c) The added heat transfer coefficient by the jet as a function of the Reynolds number at
the two different locations. The shaded regions in (b) and (c) correspond to the measured anomaly
with the corresponding r0 at those Reynolds numbers.
from the constant value could be the result of turblent mixing occur within the channel under that
certain condition or due to laser misalignment.
However, a different trend is observed for the downstream condition. It can be seen that for
Reynolds numbers up to roughly 4000 that as the Reynolds number increases, the thermal ef-
fusivity also increases. However, after Re = 4000, the thermal effusivity quickly decreases to close
to the stagnation condition. This phenomenon could be explain due to the growth of the stagnation
region with the increasing Reynolds number, which is an occurrence that has already been reported
by Chen et al. [65]. Another study conducted by Lienhard concluded that a transition in the heat
transfer of a jet impingement system occurs when the boundary layers reaches the film thickness





where d is the diameter of the jet. Based on Equation 2.8 and the diameter of the jet, r0 for Re =
4885 is 2.07 mm. This distance also corresponds to the change in cooling behavior experienced
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in the downstream condition. This distance along with the stagnation region width at Re = 5400
(r0 ≈ 2.14 mm) is presented in Fig. 2.7 (b) and (c). This reveals the significance of utilizing TDTR
to measure the heat transfer coefficient being sensitive to the stagnation region growth at differing
Reynolds numbers.
Figure 2.7 (b) displays the heat transfer coefficient values measured with the jet impingement
cooling system. This was accomplished by using Equation 2.6 with the thermal effusivity values
provided in Fig. 2.7 (a). Since the heat transfer coefficient is directly proportional to the thermal
effusivity, the same trends discussed with the thermal effusivity will be seen in the heat transfer
coefficient. It is important to note that since the thermal penetration depth of the TDTR lasers is
roughly 250 nm, the heat transfer coefficients displayed are the heat transfer coefficients in the
short length scale (or high frequency). However, the heat transfer coefficient values displayed
is the total heat transfer coefficients, as noted that the heat transfer coefficient at the stagnant
condition. In order to find the cooling enhancement contribution through the introduction of the
jet impingement, the heat transfer coefficient value at the stagnant condition is subtracted from
the values measured at higher Reynolds numbers. This method of measuring the enhanced heat
transfer coefficient (h↑) is summarized in the following equation.
h↑ = h−h0 (2.9)
where h is the measured heat transfer coefficient and h0 is the heat transfer coefficient at the stag-
nant condition. The values of h↑ are displayed in Fig. 2.7 (c). These results reveal that the jet
impingement cooling does provide enhanced cooling in both the stagnation region and the down-
stream conditions, even though the enhanced cooling is more evident in the downstream condition.
These results show the reliability in using TDTR to capture thermal transport behaviors near a
heated wall. This provides a good experimental protocol when discussing the results in the next
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chapters, where TDTR can be utilized to capture different near wall behaviors for different wetting
characteristics and chemistries.
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CHAPTER 3: SURFACE WETTING
Literature Review
Another aspect of research that has taken interest in the heat transfer community is how a fluid wets
a surface [67, 68]. Surface wetting refers to the behavior of a fluid on the surface, namely how it
moves and rests on a surface. In previous studies of surface wetting, the equilibrium contact angle
of a resting droplet on a surface has been desired to define the surface wettability [69, 70, 71].
For instance, the equilibrium angle of water determines an important characteristic of a surface,
whether it is hydrophilic (θeq < 90◦) or hydrophobic (θeq > 90◦) [72]. The equilibrium angle
is brought upon by an energy balance between the three interfacial energies at the triple contact






where γsv, γsl , and γlv are the solid-vapor, solid-liquid, and liquid-vapor interfacial energy, respec-
tively.
One of the key reasons why the study of surface wetting is of interest to the thermal community
is due to the rewetting action that occurs as a fluid begins to nucleate on a heated surface. This
movement of fluid over the nucleation site creates an increased heat removal rate for two phase
systems compared to single phase systems. For reference, when looking at the heat transfer coef-
ficient values captured in Table 1.1, it can be seen that for all cooling techniques that two-phase
flows yield higher thermal transport than single-phase flows. Therefore, multiple efforts have been
investigated to increase the wettability of a surface to increase the critical heat flux that a surface
can experience [72, 68, 74]. For instance, efforts have been made to alter the physical surface
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conditions (i.e. surface roughness, patterned surfaces) and chemical surface conditions (i.e. hy-
drophobic and hydrophilic surfaces) to detect how different surface conditions affect the surface
wetting [75, 41, 76, 77, 78].
When analyzing wetting with nano- and microstructures, there are three main states that the types
of wetting can be divided to; Cassie-Baxter, Wenzel, and hemiwicking. The Cassie-Baxter state
describes the phenomenon where a droplet will rest on top of structures on a surface [79, 80]. There
are several instances in nature that exhibit a Cassie-Baxter state for drying purposes, such as Lotus
leaves and butterfly wings [79]. The Wenzel state refers to when a droplet does enter the wetting
structure, but instead of spreading throughout the entire array, the droplet maintains its spherical
shape and does not move. Different research has been conducted over the past few decades about
the transition from Cassie-Baxter to Wenzel State and how to encourage wetting during the transi-
tion [81, 82, 83]. It should be noted that Cassie-Baxter and Wenzel states occur when the substrate
surface is hydrophobic [81]. Hemiwicking, on the other hand, is the phenomenon which occurs
when the substrate surface is hydrophilic. Hemwicking is the capillary action that occurs on a
structured surfaces where the capillary forces draw the fluid across the surface [43]. In a sense, the
structures on the surface act like a fluid pump on the surface without any moving parts.
Hemiwicking
For the purpose of this dissertation, current models and understandings of hemiwicking are going
to be presented since, in light of heat transfer and heat transfer applications, hemwicking is the
most relevant of the different wetting states. It has been exhibited before that heated surfaces can
experience a higher critical heat flux when hemiwicking occurs on the surface [84, 43, 39]. As
a result, investigations have been done by differing research groups in the field of heat transfer
and thermofluids [84, 85]. Along with gaining interest in academia, utilizing wicking structures
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on thermal transport devices, such as heat pipes, have also risen in popularity. On heat pipes,
the wicking structures draw the fluid from the condensed region (i.e. cooling region) back to the
evaporating region (i.e. heated region), essentially creating a pump for the working fluid without
any moving parts [85, 40].
Part of the ongoing research that has been going on with hemwicking has been being able to predict
the velocity at which a fluid will travel through a pillar array with a given pillar geometry. One
common parameter that is used to define the wicking geometry is the surface roughness, which is
defined as the ratio of the total surface area to the projected surface area (the surface roughness
is commonly denoted as f ) [86]. Based on the surface roughness, different hemiwicking models
have been derived. This is commonly accomplished through performing a force balance between
the driving force (i.e. capillary force) to the resisting force (i.e. viscous force). Based off of the






where µ is the dynamic viscosity of the fluid, H is the height of the pillars, L is the distance the
fluid has traveled in the array, and η is a dimensionless coefficient from the wicking geometry,





where sx and sy are the pillar spacing in the x- and y-directions, respectively, and d is the diameter
of the pillar. However, Krishnan et al. has recently attempted to derive a model that incorporates
the interfacial interactions that occurs within the evaporating fluid meniscus through the extension
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of an evaporating fluid meniscus from the last pillars in the array (x0). Based on experiments that







Based off of this updated surface factor and dynamics that are already known regarding hemiwick-
ing, Krishnan et al. establishes the following two model lines for wicking velocity from a reservoir













It should be noted that the factor of π is brought upon by the LaPlace pressure of the droplet on
the surface as compared to the reservoir.
Soft Surface Wetting
Another aspect of surface wetting that has increased in popularity over the past decades has been
the wetting interactions of a fluid on a soft surface. Understanding how a fluid interacts with a soft
surface is important to understand in the fields of soft tissues, polymer gels, and inkjet printing
[88, 89, 90]. The underlying assumptions of the previously mentioned Young’s Equation (see
Equation 3.1) is that the surface is flat and will not deform due to the presence of the droplet
[73]. However, it has been discovered that the surface tension of a fluid on a soft surface will
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Figure 3.1: An example of how the interfacial energies affect the soft surface and create the mi-
croscale deformations.
lead to noticeable deformations on the surface [91, 92, 93, 94, 95, 96]. For instance, micron scale
deformations can occur on for surfaces that have a Young’s Modulus below 10 kPa when water
begins to evaporate off of the surface [97]. Figure 3.1 provides an illustration of the interfacial
energies and how the deformations occur on the soft surface. Since it has been shown that vertical
deformations do occur on soft surfaces, Young’s Equation is not an accurate wetting model to use
when describing soft surface wetting [97, 98].
As a result of these findings, investigation have been performed by various research groups to accu-
rately describe the wetting behavior of different fluids on soft substrate under different conditions.
For instance, the scale at which the soft surface will deform under different fluid surface situations
have been investigated. There are two main components of the fluid dynamics on the surface that
contribute to the deformations of the surface; the interfacial energies and the LaPlace Pressure [99].
The contribution of the interfacial energy to the deformation begins with the vertical component of
the liquid-vapor interface. Assuming an initially flat surface to begin with, the vertical force from
the interface is the following equation.
Fvert = γlv sinθeq (3.7)
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For rigid materials (G ∼ 100GPa), the stiffness is so great that the deformation that occurs only
happens on the molecular level and does not affect the overall surface wetting [99]. However, as
the stiffness of the substrate decreases, the deformations go from the molecular length scale to
the micron length scale [97, 93]. Different attempts have been made to scale the deformation that
occurs on the surface from both an analytical and empirical approach [100, 101, 97, 102]. These
investigations have revealed some scalings for the deformations that occur due to the presence of
the droplet. First, for the horizontal component of deformation, it has become accepted that the





where ϒs is the solid surface tension. This region is defined as the horizontal distance along the
surface where non linear deformations will occur due to the presence of the fluid [93]. Meanwhile,







where δVert is the deformation on the surface, G is the shear modulus of the surface, and ε is the
Poisson’s Ratio. Along with the deformations that occur due to the interfacial energies, the LaPlace






where ∆PLaPlace is pressure difference between the outside and the inside of the droplet and R is the
radius of the droplet. The LaPlace pressure is already an important aspect of characterizing droplets
as it has been known to drive droplet spreading and shaping [106, 107, 108]. With the recent
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discoveries of the surface deformations on soft materials, investigations have been performed to
discover the role of the LaPlace pressure in the deformation of the surface [99, 109]. When looking
at the LaPlace Pressure and the scales of deformation found in previous works, the surface tension
plays a dominant role in how much deformation a soft surface will experience.
Recent studies have also exhibited deformations of micro- and nano structures on surfaces as a
working fluid evaporates from the structures [110, 103]. However, even though multiple studies
have shown this phenomena, there are disagreements to the main agent behind the deformation of
the structures [111]. Namely, there are two forces that most contribute to the observed deforma-
tions; the LaPlace pressure associated with the evaporating meniscus from the top of the structures
and the capillary forces that draw the fluid to the structures. The equation for the capillary energy
found in pillars is defined through the following equation [111]:











































Based off of these equations, several inferences can be made regarding the dominating force on
the pillar structures, namely that the capillary force is generally much greater than the capillary
torque. Therefore, the critical Youngs Modulus before deformation is based on the LaPlace force








where f (r) is a function based on the ratio of the distance between pillars to the diameter of the
pillars.
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Inertial Versus Viscous Wetting
Along with the research performed for sessile droplets on a surface, different investigations have
been performed to find how different fluids wet on a surface [112]. When a droplet wets a surface,
the surface tension of the fluid is the main driver of the fluid. As the fluid wets the surface, the
angle noticed will be different than the equilibrium contact angle the fluid takes when the droplet
is at rest. Therefore, the driving force of a droplet wetting a surface can be expressed through the
following equation [92, 99].
Fdrop ∼ (cosθ − cosθeq) (3.17)
where θ is the advancing angle of the fluid at a particular moment. Once the advancing angle of
the fluid reaches the equilibrium angle of the fluid, the driving wetting force reduces to zero and
the wetting motion of the fluid stops. Even with this driving force known, it is desirable to scale
the droplet wetting in terms of fluid properties to better predict how any droplet will wet a surface.
When looking at how a droplet wets a surface, there are two main types of wetting that occur
that are governed by different dynamics; inertial wetting and viscous wetting [92, 113]. Inertial
wetting is the first stage of wetting and typically only lasts a few milliseconds [114, 115]. Various
research groups have conducted experiments in an attempt to discover the main physics behind the
inertial wetting region. The time scale at which the droplet moves has been accepted by most of






Chen et al. [92] discovered an interesting result when performing wetting experiments on soft
surfaces of different natural wettabilities (i.e. varying contact angles). This set of experiments
that discovered that the only factor that changed the inertial wetting dynamics on the different
surfaces was the natural wettability and that the soft materials did not impede upon the wetting
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dynamics in the inertial regime. However, the softness of the materials still played a significant
role in the amount of time the inertial forces dominated the droplet spreading. It was found that
inertial wetting dynamics last longer on surfaces that are less stiff (i.e. lower shear modulus).
The second regime of wetting is known as viscous wetting, which follows right after the inertial
wetting regime and has different physics driving the fluid. Similar to the inertial regime, extensive
experiments have been conducted in an attempt to characterize the wetting velocity in the viscous
regime [94, 92, 77]. Within the viscous regime, Tanner’s Law is commonly used to characterize






where r is the distance from the contact point the fluid travels and µ is the dynamic viscosity of
the fluid. Tanner’s Law can be obtained through performing a force balance between the capillary
forces and the viscous forces [92, 94]. When comparing the time scales in the inertial regime
(see Equation 3.18) and the viscous regime (see Equation 3.19), there are a few differences in the
wetting dynamics and different properties drive the motion of the fluid. The main difference that
can be inferred are the fluid properties that dictate the scale. While the inertial time scale is based
around the ratio of the density of the fluid to its surface tension, the viscous time scale is dictated
by the ratio of the surface tension to its dynamic viscosity. This difference in the time scale reveals
that when analyzing how a droplet spreads on a surface, that one needs to be aware of the two
different regimes in order to accurately predict the wetting behaviors.
Another area of interest with the dynamics of fluid spreading on soft surfaces is the presence of a
"soft ridge" to moves along with the triple contact line. With the presence of a ridge the forms of
a sessile droplet, it was desirable to see if the same ridge could be captured with a moving droplet.
Even though in the past it has been difficult to visually capture this ridge as a fluid wets across the
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surface, recent experiments have been able to capture the wetting ridges of a wetting droplet as it
diffuses across the surface [97, 116, 117]. One of the findings detected with the enhancement in
visualization has been a "stick-slip" motion that occurs on the soft surfaces [102, 117, 118]. The
"stick-slip" motion refers to when at lower wetting speeds, the ridge cause by the presence of the
fluid will cause the fluid to "stick" to a position. As the fluid builds, the contact angle will continue
to change up until there is enough interfacial energy to push the fluid forward on the sample. This
gives a "slipping" motion where the triple contact line will move and eventually be pinned again
where the motion process will be continued [102]. Another important characteristics of soft surface
wetting is viscoelastic braking. Viscoelastic braking is the slowing down of a fluid on a soft surface
due to the deformations that are occurring on the soft surface [116]. Various different research
groups have discovered this effect under different wetting circumstances [119, 120]. Between this
different theories of the impact of surface wetting on soft surfaces, there is great interest to fully
understand the full impact of the droplet dynamics on soft surfaces.
Research Methodology
For this chapter, a unique method to fabricate microstructured samples is introduced for both soft
surface wetting experiments along with general surface wetting experiments. Soft surface wet-
ting experiments were conducted to see the effect the Youngs Modulus of a sample has on the
hemiwicking. Along with analyzing the physical surface conditions, the surface chemistry is an-




For the soft surface wetting experiments, an in-house stamping apparatus was created to create
PDMS hemiwicking samples in both a time and cost effective method [121]. After the PDMS
samples were made, two main experiments were implemented to characterize the wetting char-
acteristics on soft materials. Vertical hemiwicking from a reservoir experiments were conducted
to investigate the impact the stiffness of soft materials has on hemiwicking performance. Mean-
while, droplet wetting experiments were conducted to observe any changes in the inertial wetting
characteristics on soft materials.
Sample Fabrication
With the rise of hemiwicking in recent research, different methods have risen in ways to fabricate
the micro and nano sized structures. One of the more popular methods that have risen is thermal
imprint lithography, where the desired layout is stamped through heating a desired layout and
removing the mold to create the structures [122, 123, 124]. However, this process has an inherent
sensitivity to the temperature used to create the structures along with the use of multiple coatings
throughout the process to ensure the accuracy of the wicking structures [125]. This issue coupled
with the impracticality of using this method for macro-scale applications reveals that utilizing
lithography is not the most ideal method from a expediency and cost stand point. There are methods
for large scale printing of micro structures, such as spin or dip coating, but there is a random nature
to these procedures that may not be ideal for different wetting application [126].
Therefore, a new method was created to fabricate hemiwicking samples in both a time and cost
effective manner. This method is a negative mold casting method where a mold is created with
an in-house stamping apparatus. A schematic of the stamping apparatus created is presented in
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Figure 3.2: (a) A schematic of the stamping apparatus created to fabricate the plastic negative
molds for the hemiwicking samples. (b) The procedure taken to create the PDMS samples after
the plastic mold has been created. (c) A top view of Sample 2, which was created for the soft
material hemiwicking experiments. The pillar spacing definitions, Sx,Sy are also provided. (d) A
side view of Sample 2 created for the soft material hemiwicking experiments.
Fig. 3.2 (a). This instrument consists of two sets of stepper motors; one set to control the x- and
y- location of the plastic mold and another set to control the z- and θ - positions of the microdrill
bit. A computer program reads a user created bitmap to control the locations of the plastic mold
(i.e. the pillar spacing) and the micro drillbit (i.e. the pillar height). The diameter of the pillars is
determined by the diameter of the microdrill bit used. A heating laser (P = 3W, λ = 405 nm) is
implemented to heat up the microdrill bit during the process to assist in the cavity fabrication.
After the mold was created, the PDMS samples could be created. Fig. 3.2 (b) displays the process
taken to create the PDMS samples with the negative mold created with the stamping apparatus.
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The ratios of the monomer to cross linker along with the curing time for each sample varied to
change the Young’s Modulus of each sample [98]. The uncured mixture between the monomer
and cross linker is poured over the plastic mold in a sample holder, where the uncured PDMS will
fill in the cavities which become the wicking structures. The uncured PDMS is then placed in an
evacuated chamber to remove any air pockets from the sample which could affect the stiffness and
structural integrity of the sample. After the removal of the air pockets, the sample is heated at 100
◦C to cure the sample. Figure 3.2 (c) and (d) shows pictures of one of the samples used in this
study from two different angles after the aforementioned process.
To characterize the stiffness of each of the samples, a cantilevered beam experiment was used to
calculate the Young’s Modulus of each sample. To perform this experiment, one end of sample
was clamped to a fixed position while the other ended was subjected to a force brought upon by
placing a weight at the end of the sample. Weights of 0.2, 0.5, 1, 2, and 5 g were placed on the
sample to measure the deflection at different forces. The deflection of the sample was captured
through the use of a CCD Flea Camera. With the geometry of the sample known and the deflection





where E is the Young’s Modulus, L is the length of the sample, F is the force the sample is
subjected to, b is the width of the cross section, h is the height of the sample, and δ is the deflection
with the given force. Table 3.1 displays the wicking geometries and the stiffnesses of the samples
used in this study.
To develop a full understanding of soft material stiffness on the wetting properties of a fluid,
two experiments were conducted to capture the hemiwicking performance and the inertial wetting
performance. The working fluids used in this study were ethanol (ρeth = 789 kg/m3, γeth = 0.02197
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Table 3.1: The Wicking Geometry and Stiffnesses of the PDMS Samples.
Sample Sx (µm) Sy (µm) H (µm) d (µm) E (MPa)
1 61.6 127.0 120.6 59.0 1.21 ± 0.0910
2 58.4 124.6 123.2 53.1 1.16 ± 0.0854
3 60.3 125.8 160.34 51.3 0.388 ± 0.134
4 60.8 129.6 120.0 59.2 1.95 ± 0.188
5 62.5 126.4 121.1 53.8 0.337 ± 0.0443
6 58.2 124.0 123.0 51.5 1.98 ± 0.311
N/m, µeth = 0.001074 Pa-s), isopropyl alcohol (ρisop = 786 kg/m3, γisop = 0.02093 N/m, µisop
= 0.002038 Pa-s), and isooctane (ρiso = 690 kg/m3, γiso = 0.0186 N/m, µiso = 0.0004784 Pa-
s). A vertical wicking from a reservoir experiment was conducted to characterize the impact of
hemiwicking while high speed videos of fluid droplets coming into contact with a soft surface
were captured to find the changes in the inertial wetting characteristics.
Hemiwicking Experimentation
Figure 3.3 (a) provides a schematic of the vertical wetting experiments conducted with the different
working fluids. The soft material surfaces were placed in a fixed position while a reservoir of the
different working fluids were placed on a vertical translation stage. The reservoir was raised to the
sample until the fluid comes into contact with the wicking array. Once the working fluid comes into
contact with the wicking structures, the capillary forces from the structures draws the fluid from
the reservoir through the array. An example of the working fluid being drawn from the reservoir is
displayed in Fig. 3.3 (b). The motion of the fluid was captured through the use of a Point Grey Flea
Camera (Resolution = 4.14 µm/pixel, Frame Rate = 50 fps) and a Phantom v. 12.1 High Speed
Camera (Resolution = 13.81 µm/pixel, Frame Rate = 100 fps) . From the videos gathered from
these experiments, the wicking velocity and diffusion of the fluid throughout the wicking array can
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Figure 3.3: (a) A schematic of the vertical wicking experiments conducted to characterize the
hemiwicking characteristics (i.e. wicking velocity, diffusion) for the soft materials. (b) Video
snapshots of isooctane wicking through the wicking array on Sample 2. (c) A pictorial represen-
tation of the droplet experiments conducted to characterize the inertial wetting properties of the
different wetting fluids on the soft surfaces. (d) Snapshots of an isopropyl alcohol droplet wetting
the surface of Sample 2.
be measured, providing insight to how soft materials can affect hemiwicking performance.
Initial Hemiwicking Velocity
To capture the initial hemwicking velocity, a Phantom v. 12.1 high speed camera (Frame rate =
11001 fps, Resolution = 0.847 µm/pixel) was used to capture the motion of the fluid through the
first row of pillars in the microstructured array. An example of the motion across the first pillars
in a hemiwicking array is presented in Fig. 3.4. Similar to the full hemiwicking experiments,
ethanol, isopropyl alcohol, and isooctane was used as the working fluid for this data. For the
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Figure 3.4: A progression of ethnaol traveling across the first row in the microstructured array of
Sample 1 (E = 1.21 MPa)
initial hemiwicking velocity, two means of measuring the initial velocity were taken; the maximum
measured velocity across the first row in the array and the average velocity across the same location.
This was performed since at the frame rate captured, the velocity changes between pillars as the
capillary force draws the fluid from one location to the next.
Inertial Wetting Experiments
A simple diagram of the experimental set up implemented to find the inertial wetting characteristics
of the different fluids on the soft surfaces is displayed in Fig. 3.3 (c). A fluid droplet is formed
manually through the use of a syringe and a gauge 31 needle. The droplet is allowed to increase
in volume until the droplet came into contact with the surface, where the droplet will begin to wet
the surface. This is done so the velocity of the droplet coming into contact is roughly zero (i.e.
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We ≈ 0), meaning there would be no kinetic energy influencing the wetting of the droplet. The
wetting action was captured through the use of a Phantom v. 12.1 high speed camera (Resolution =
2.067 µm/pixel, Frame Rate = 21005 fps). Different frames of the droplet spreading on the PDMS
surface is shown on Fig. 3.3 (d).
Initial PVA Monolayer Coatings
Applying a PVA monolayer onto hemiwicking samples was utilized to characterize how changing
the surface chemistry can affect the wicking behavior of the fluid. By changing the surface chem-
istry and changing the interfacial interactions at the triple contact line, the wetting behavior will
also change, leading to a change in hemiwicking performance (see Equation 3.1). The negative
mold method previously mentioned was used to create the base PDMS samples for the wicking
structures. Unlike the samples created for the soft wetting experiments, different wicking arrays
were implemented for this study. However, rather than have the wicking occur on the PDMS sur-
face, thin-film metal layers were deposited onto the PDMS to have the working fluids wick on
different metals (i.e. different initial surface energies). The deposition was performed through
DC electron magnetron sputtering with Argon gas. The metals that were deposited on the PDMS
samples were aluminum and gold, with titanium needing to be deposited before the gold to act
as buffer for better adhesion between the PDMS and the gold. The characteristics of the different
samples are provided in Table 3.2.
After the metal has been deposited on the samples, each of the samples were place in an aqueous
solution of PVA (10 mg/mL). The samples were treated in the aqueous solution of PVA for 24 hours
to create the PVA monolayer on the samples. This procedure has been outlined in Fig. 3.5. After
the monolayer has been formed, each samples was subjected to wicking experiments by placing
large enough droplets (Vdrop ≈ 5µL) to allow for wicking throughout the sample without having
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Table 3.2: The Wicking Geometry and Metals Used for the Polyvinyl Alcohol Monolayer Experi-
ments
Sample Material Sx (µm) Sy (µm) H (µm) d (µm)
A Aluminum 59.0 117.9 49.4 49.9
B Aluminum 75.3 153.5 81.7 88.8
C Aluminum 76.3 150.9 82.5 70.8
D Aluminum 72.2 149.8 83.0 92.0
E Aluminum 74.8 143.3 76.5 73.8
F Gold 114.4 229.2 105.4 108.6
G Gold 113.6 230.2 100.3 91.8
H Gold 129.2 253.4 96.4 89.8
I Gold 126.0 259.0 92.9 52.4
Figure 3.5: The procedure of creating the samples after the stamping apparatus, including the
deposition process and the application of the PVA SAM
flooding occur on the sample. The droplet was created through the use of a computer-controlled
syringe. For this dissertation, the state of the sample immediately after monolayer formation will
be referred to as State 1. The wicking experiments were conducted again 24 hours after removal
from the aqueous solution, where degradation of the monolayer (and therefore wicking perfor-
mance) was observed. The state of the sample 24 hours after monolayer formation will be referred
to as State 2. For each trail, two camera were utilized to capture the changes in the wetting char-
acteristics, an overhead camera to capture changes in the meniscus extension and a side camera to
capture the hemiwicking velocity.
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Findings
Soft Material Surface Wetting
When analyzing the soft material wetting, it is paramount to look at different aspects of the wetting
since different physics explains the different wetting characteristics. In this section, we will look at
the hemiwicking velocity throughout the array and initially from the reservoir to the array, diffusion
throughout the array, the inertial wetting results, and deformations of the soft material pillars.
Hemiwicking Velocity
The results of the hemiwicking experiments are shown in Fig. 3.6 (a) - (c). A trend that should be
noted is the decrease in the hemiwicking velocity as the stiffness of the samples decrease. With all
of the working fluids having a similar surface tension, the spacing between the more stiff and less
stiff surfaces appear to be the same for the different experiments conducted. The phenomenons of
viscoelastic braking [119, 120, 116] and the "stick-slip" motion [117, 118, 102] that have recently
been observed in previous investigations can also provide an explanation for the observed drop in
wicking velocity. Another important aspect that needs to be investigated is a comparison of the
PDMS wicking samples to the wicking data of stiffer samples. The comparison with Si, Norland
Optical Adhesive 61 (NOA) (E ∼ 200 MPa), and JB-Weld (E ∼ 6 GPa) are provided in Fig. 3.6
(a) - (c) [87]. The data gathered for Si was only found for ethanol, which is why the comparison
data for Si is only provided for ethanol. Regardless, when comparing the PDMS data to the stiffer
hemiwicking samples, it is seen that the change is hemiwicking velocity is not just relative to
PDMS. This shows that overall the gap between the model and the observed velocity, even for
the stiffest of samples, is brought upon by the change in stiffness. This reveals significant impact
not just as the PDMS gets less stiff, but even using a soft material with a stiffness of 2 MPa can
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Figure 3.6: (a) - (c) The hemwicking velocity versus the liquid-surface factor for ethanol, isopropyl
alcohol, and isooctane, respectively. the model lines presented in the graphs is based on Equation
3.5 from the previous chapter. (d) - (f) The velocity of ethanol, isopropyl alcohol, and isooctane,
respectively, as function of the distance traveled by the working fluids in the hemiwicking array
(g) - (i) The wicking velocity versus a modified liquid-surface factor introduced through Equation
3.21 for ethanol, isopropyl alcohol, and isooctane, respectively
impact the wicking performance. This fact amplifies the findings further discussed in this chapter
where the changes in performance is not just reflected in a relative change of performance within
the PDMS samples, but an overall change in performance when compared to more stiff samples.
This trend is further explored when the velocity of the working fluid is plotted against the distance
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the working fluid has traveled in the array, which is displayed in Fig. 3.6 (d) - (f). A few trends
are reinforced when analyzing the wicking performance through this parameter; namely the same
dynamics that dictate the wicking velocity for all samples despite the change in stiffness and the
overall decrease in wicking velocity for the less stiff samples. In general throughout the first five
mm of the wicking array, the more stiff samples exhibited the highest wicking velocity. Beyond five
mm, especially for the less stiff samples, zippering begins to occur. Zippering is the phenomenon
is wetting where the velocity normal to the direction of wetting no longer is negligible and must
be accounted for in analysis [127]. However, it is noticed that all the trials for isooctane go to six
millimeters. This is due to the enhanced wetting performance of isooctane as compared to ethanol
and isopropyl alcohol, leading the zippering to occur deeper into the wicking array. This trend can
begin in to seen at the end of the investigated distance into the array. However, from looking at
the velocity against both the distance traveled and the structual factor, it can be determined that the
stiffness of the soft materials does play a role in the overall hemiwicking performance.
In an attempt to scale the velocity with the stiffness of the sample, a normalizing term is introduced
to the solid-liquid structure factor. This normalizing term is the ratio of the interfacial forces (i.e.
surface tension and meniscus extension) to the stiffness of the sample (i.e. Young’s Modulus). This
normalizing term is presented in the following equation.
U ∼ S Eγ
x0
(3.21)
Figure 3.6 (g) - (i) reveals the velocity results with the normalized term incorporated to the structure
factor. When the factor is included, two groups begin to form between the samples with a Youngs
Modulus above 1 MPa and the samples with a Youngs Modulus below this value. This reinforces
what is presented with the original velocity data where the stiffness of the soft materials does play
a role in the wicking performance.
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Hemiwicking Diffusion
The effect of the stiffness of soft materials on hemiwicking performance is further enforced in the
diffusion of the fluid through the pillar array. Figure 3.7 (a) - (c) displayed the distance traveled by
the fluid through the array as a function of the square root of time. It was plotted as such due to the
well established diffusion relationship.
L∼ (Dt)1/2 (3.22)
where D is a diffusion coefficient. As expected from Equation 3.22, a linear relationship between
those two variables is established, where the diffusion constant can be found by squaring the slope
of the best fit linear line of zero intercept through the data. It can clearly be discerned that as the
stiffness of the sample decreases, the diffusion constant for the fluid traveling through the array also
decreases for all working fluids. When comparing the most stiff sample to the least stiff sample,
there is a change of diffusion of 29.2 %, 28.0 %, and 23.6 % for ethanol, isopropyl alcohol, and
isooctane, respectively. To demonstrate this concept further, the normalized diffusion lengths were
plotted as a function of the Young’s Modulus of the different samples, as shown in Fig. 3.7 (d). The
normalized diffusion for this dissertation is defined as the the diffusion constant derived through
the linear best fits from Fig. 3.7 (a) - (c) multiplied by the ratio of the fluid dynamic viscosity to
the surface tension. This plot reveals a significant drop off in the normalized diffusion length once
the sample has a Young’s Modulus below 1 MPa.
Combining the diffusion results with the wetting velocity results reveals the impact that the stiff-
ness can have on the overall hemiwicking velocity. This result reveals the importance of under-
standing how the wetting motion of a fluid will impact the overall surface and how any changes in
the surface can impact the wetting performance. Even though it was not observed in the images or
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videos taken for this dissertation, viscoelastic braking or possible surface deformations similar to
what is seen with an evaporating sessile droplet may be impacting the overall wetting velocity and
diffusion. New models that incorporate the stiffness of the materials will need to be developed in
order to properly predict the wetting performance, since there is a new energy association with the
possible deformation of a surface.
Relating these results to the upcoming technology of flexible heat pipes reveals the importance
of understanding and predicting the wetting behavior. This observed wicking performance de-
gragation due to the softness of the materials can lead to an overall impact on the heat transfer
performance. The possible viscoelastic braking or surface deformation can impede a liquids abil-
ity to wet a nucleation site at higher heat fluxes, leading to an overall lower critical heat flux on
microstructured surfaces. The findings presented in Fig. 3.6 and 3.7 reveal the importance of
taking into account the stiffness for future cooling technologies.
Initial Hemiwicking Velocity
Along with the hemiwicking velocity and diffusion, the initial velocity is analyzed to investigate
whether the stiffness has an effect on the initial wetting velocity. The results of the initial wet-
ting velocity is revealed in Fig. 3.8. When analyzing both the maximum velocity and the average
velocity of the working fluid across the first row in the microstructure array, a similar trend is
seen, though the performance of isooctane for the maximum velocity is much greater compared
to the average velocity relative to isopropyl alcohol and ethanol. This is mostly due to the greater
variation of the velocity of fluid across the first row in ethanol and isopropyl alcohol compared
to isooctane. However, similar to the velocity throughout the array, there is an apparent relation-
ship between the initial wetting velocity and the stiffness of the soft materials. This consistency
is results reveals how the impact of the soft materials changes every aspect of the hemiwicking
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Figure 3.7: (a) - (c) The distance traveled by the working fluid versus the square root of time,
where the initial time is where the working fluid begins to wick from the fluid reservoir. The
results shown are for ethanol, isopropyl alcohol, and isooctane, respectively. (d) The normalized
diffusion length versus the Youngs Modulus for the samples
performance.
Analyzing the initial velocity results provide even deeper insight into how soft material hemi-
wicking structures can perform when rewetting a nucleation site. The initial velocity of a fluid
has already shown to be a component in the maximum thermal transport a fluid can perform on
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Figure 3.8: The initial hemiwicking velocity results for ethanol, isopropyl alcohol, and isooctane
as a function versus the stiffness of the PDMS samples. The presented results are for (a) the
maximum observed velocity and (b) the average observed velocity
a heated surface. This is due to the initial velocity being a portrayal of the desire of the fluid
molecules to interact with the surface. The higher the initial velocity of a fluid is, the more the
fluid particles energetically desire to interact with the surface molecules . In thermal applications,
this correlates to the critical heat flux a surface can experience since more thermal energy will be
required to overcome the natural wetting energy between the surface and the fluid. Therefore, the
decrease in the initial wetting velocity as the stiffness decreases reveals that the less stiff samples
may not be as effective in cooling a surface and will experience a lower critical heat flux compared
to more stiff samples.
Soft Materials Inertial Wetting
For consistency, the inertial wetting results for the soft material surfaces were also gathered to
compare with the hemiwicking results and with recent inertial wetting results of soft wetting done
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by other research groups [92, 114, 115]. These results are displayed in Fig. 3.9. It can be deter-
mined that for all three fluids that the stiffness of the surface does not play a clear role in the inertial
results, unlike the hemiwicking results. This aligns well with findings previously discovered from
other research groups, where the main difference observed was the distanced traveled where the
wetting transitions from inertial to viscous wetting.
Important observations can be made when comparing the inertial wetting results to the hemiwick-
ing results presented previously in this chapter. First is the consistency compared to other studies
where the stiffness did not play a significant impact on the inertial wetting performance. This con-
sistency not only verifies the experimental methods used to measure the velocity, but reinforces the
main impact of soft materials presented in the hemiwicking results. When comparing the inertial
wetting data to the hemiwicking data, the different time scales for each wetting region needs to be
taken into account (see Equations 3.19 and 3.18). Namely, the difference in the fluid properties
that predict the fluid behavior. Since the differences are only seen with the hemiwicking results,
the viscosity plays a significant impact in the degragation of the hemiwicking performance, since
the viscosity is not included in the inertial wetting time scale (as compared to the surface tension,
which is incorporated in both time scales). This further reinforces the hypothesis of visco-elastic
braking hindering the wicking performance for soft materials.
Another interesting observation can be made when comparing the inertial wetting results to that
of stiffer materials. It can be determined from Fig. 3.9 that, unlike the hemiwicking results, there
is no difference between the inertial wetting performance for all the working fluids for the PDMS
samples as compared to the stiffer samples. This raises some questions regarding the dynamics
that occur within the inertial wetting regime, namely the amount of turbulence that occurs within
the first few milliseconds of a droplet interacting with the surface. Further research will need to
be conducted to fully understand the fluid dynamics that occur within the first milliseconds of a
droplet interacting with the surface.
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Figure 3.9: The normalized distance traveled by the fluid with respect to the initial droplet size
versus the normalized time from contact with the surface with respect to the inertial time wetting
scale (see Eqn 3.18). The presented results are for (a) ethanol, (b) isopropyl alcohol, and (c)
isooctane. For all three trails, comparisons to Norland Optical Adhesive (NOA) and JB-Weld are
provided with the same working fluids
Pillar Deformation
One interesting discovery that was made in the process of soft material hemiwicking was the
observation of the bending of the pillars during the fluid evaporation. For these experiments, a
PDMS EcoFlex hybrid sample was created in order to create a sample of even lower stiffness (E
= 0.228 MPa). Pictures of the bending process are provided in Fig. 3.10. From the images taken,
it can be seen that the deformations only occur while the working fluid are evaporating from the
wicking array and do not occur while the fluid moves across the array. This shows how much
greater the interfacial forces impact the stability of the pillars compared to the kinetic and viscous
forces brought upon by the wicking of the fluid. When analyzing a design of a heat pipe with
wicking structures, this finding is of great interest for the heated region of the heat pipe, where the
working fluid will evaporate more often.
In order to fully characterize these deformations, an energy balance was performed between the
proposed torques acting on a pillar and the inherent desire for a pillar to remain upright. From the
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Figure 3.10: Frames of the different stages of wicking and pillar bending observed on a
PDMS/EcoFlex combined sample. (a) -(d) is the observed behavior for ethanol while (e) - (h)
is the observed behavior for isopropyl alcohol. The stages of the wicking process shown in both
figures from left to right is before wicking, fluid wicking, pillar bending, and pillar restoration.









When looking at the scale provided in Equation 3.23, deformations for ethanol and isopropyl
alcohol would both occur if the Youngs Moudlus of the sample was roughly around 550 kPa at
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the most (i.e. if θ is 90 degrees). This is close to what is observed with our experiments, though
the none of the PDMS samples exhibit deformation with ethanol. However, this scale provides an
important characteristic for soft hemiwicking design to when deformations of the structures would
be expected.
It should also be noted that in multiple scenarios throughout the array that four pillars will deform
toward a center point between the four pillars. This provides evidence that the bending from one
pillar can influence the bending direction of the adjacent pillars, since it is already known that
disjointing energies and pressures are affected by the curvature of a thin film. The structures will
go from upright to deformed in 2 to 3 milliseconds. As the fluid begins to fully evaporate from
the surface, the pillars begin to return to their original shape within a millisecond. This shows that
the noticed deformation will not lead to permanent deformation. The same effect was observed
throughout multiple trials, showing that the deformation will continue to occur regardless of the
previous deformation of the other trials.
PVA Monolayer Wetting Changes on PDMS
Table 3.3: The Observed Change in the Meniscus Extension from the Pillars with Ethanol Between
State 1 and State 2
Sample x0 (µm, State 1) x0 (µm, State 2)






The first results that will be discussed will be when a monolayer of PVA was applied on different
thin-film metals. Two main areas will be analyzed when looking at the effect of the monolayer on
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Table 3.4: The Observed Change in the Meniscus Extension from the Pillars with Isooctane Be-
tween State 1 and State 2





wetting performance; the meniscus extension and the wicking velocity. The meniscus extension
for ethanol and isooctane at the different states are presented in Table 3.3 and 3.4, respectively.
For all of the samples where ethanol wicked and some of the samples with isooctane that the
meniscus distance increase as the effect of the PVA monolayer on the samples decreased. This
reveals a change in the inter molecular mechanics within the meniscus as a result of the change
in the surface chemistry. This is especially significant when taking into account the curvature of
an evaporating thin-film. It has been found that the total heat transfer possible in this region is
dependent on the curvature of the evaporating thin-film [128]. Seeing a change in the meniscus
extension off of the last array shows a change in the curvature of the evaporating region off of
the hemiwicking array, showing a change in the thermal transport potential based on the surface
chemistry.
These results are significant in understanding in the impact the surface chemistry has on the wetting
performance. As discussed earlier in this chapter, Krishnan et al. has conducted a study finding
how the interfacial forces impact the wetting performance [87]. That study predicted that the
meniscus extension is inversely proportional to the wicking performance. Relating the findings of
that study to the change in the meniscus extension change displayed in Tables 3.3 and 3.4, it can be
said that as the effect of the PVA wore off, the hemiwicking velocity will decrease for both ethanol
and isooctane.
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Figure 3.11: (a) The hemiwicking velocity results for the thin-film metal samples after PVA ap-
plicatoin and 24 hours after application. Data gathered from FS samples are also provided in this
Figure for comparison. (b) The hemiwicking results when introducing a correcting term taking
into account the wetting characteristics at the different states.
The velocity results for the two different states are displayed in Fig. 3.11. A couple major observa-
tions can be detected from the PVA wicking velocity results. First is the significant decrease in the
velocity between State 1 and State 2. In fact, it can be noticed that there are more data points for
right after PVA application than there is for 24 hours after application. This is due to the working
fluids stopping motion at an earlier length 24 hours after application. This is due to the decrease in
capillary action since the fluid is not as energetically attractive to the surface as before.
In an attempt to take into account the surface wetting, a surface term, θ* is introduced. This term
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The velocity versus the modified liquid-surface factor term is presented in Fig. 3.11 (b). It is ob-
served that, even though it is not a perfect relationship, that introducing the modified term better
predicted the observed velocity on the samples. This finding reveals the importance of understand-
ing the intermolecular interactions between the liquid and solid molecules at the surface. It was
mentioned in the literature review that the initial wetting velocity of a fluid plays a significant role
in the heat transfer performance of a fluid. This observed change in the wetting velocity therefore
reveals that a change in the intermolecular interactions through surface coatings can impact the
overall thermal transport performance of modern cooling devices.
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CHAPTER 4: CONTROLLABLE SURFACE WETTING
Literature Review
Based on the results presented in the previous chapter,the ability to control the surface wetting that
occurs on the surface is ideal for different heat transfer systems. For this dissertation, a look at
metamaterials and photoreactive surface coatings will be presented in the literature review.
Metamaterials
One area of controllable surface energy has arisen with the popularity of metamaterials. Metama-
terials are a new branch of materials that exhibit behaviors not naturally seen because of atomic
interactions at the nanoscale [129, 130]. For instance, some of the characteristics of metameteri-
als that was of interest was the epsilon near zero (ENZ) points and negative index of refractions
[131, 132]. As a result, metamaterials have gained a great amount of attention for their unique
properties and their wide range of applications, including high resolution imaging, thermal ef-
fusers, photovoltaic cells, and biomedical devices [129, 130, 133, 134].
These unique characteristics are attributed to the engineering of the inter-atomic van der Walls
forces between the different thin film metals. There are three main components that contribute to
the overall van der Walls forces; the Keesom potential, the Debye potential, and the London poten-
tial [135]. The Keesom potential arises from the dipole-dipole interactions between the molecules,






where wk(r) is the Keesom potential, u1 and u2 are the dipole moments of the molecules, ε is the
dielectric constant, kB is the Boltzmann’s Constant, T is the temperature, and r is the distance
between molecules. The Debye potential is dipole-induced dipole interactions that are angle-







where wD(r) is the Debye potential and α01 and α02 are the electronic polarizabilities of the in-
volved molecules. Lastly, the London potential, also known as the dispersion force, is unique in
the fact that it is present between all molecules and is considered the most important [135]. The









where h is Planck’s constant and ν1 and ν2 are the ionization frequencies. Therefore, the total inter-
atomic potential can be found by combining Equations 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3. From this combination,
two main contributions are noted; one between every molecule (London dispersion) and one that
arises from polarities (Keesom and Debye).
Based off of the aforementioned potential, the van der Waals force can be found between two
particles. However, these interatomic forces vary from one geometrical set up to the next [138].






where R1 and R2 are the sizes of the particles and AH is known as the Hamaker constant. This
constant was introduced by Hamaker who originally defined the constant through the following
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equation [139].
AH = π2Cρ1ρ2 (4.5)
where C is a coefficient based on particle interaction and ρ1 and ρ2 are the number densities of the
particles in question.
Studies have been conducted to discover how the inter-atomic forces which give metamaterials
its unique properties affect the surface wetting that occurs on the material. Popular methods con-
ducted to find the affect is finding the contact angle changes with different thin-film layerings on
a substrate [140]. Along with different layerings, implementation of different surface conditions
were also conducted to see if the surface conditions can amplify the affects of the inter-atomic
forces [141]. Based on the unique characteristics that have been found in different studies based
on the interatomic forces, this dissertation aims to engineer to interatomic forces and relate that to
changes in the surface wetting.
Photoreactive Surface Conditions
Another method that has gained popularity in controlling the surface chemistry is the use of pho-
toreactive surface coatings on common surfaces. These surface coatings, such as spiropyran and
photoacids, are able to achieve this change in the surface chemistry through a change in the chem-
ical structures under different light conditions [142]. Different applications, including chemical
sensing and molecular photoswitches, implement the use of these photoreactive coatings since
light sources are easy to obtain and exhibit no harm to biological environments [143, 144]. To
achieve this change, different methods of applications have been used to create the change in the
contact angle. For instance, the effect of applying the photoreactive coatings on smooth and rough
surfaces have been investigated [145, 146]. Along with different forms of applications, the effect
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Figure 4.1: The change in molecular structure for a donor acceptor Stenhouse adduct (DASA)
based on light
of concentration of the photoreactive compound attached to a surface has also been studied [147].
These methods work due to the reorientation of the molecular compounds that occur once the
molecule is exposed to light. An example of a molecular change based on light is presented in Fig.
4.1 [148] with DASA. It can be observed that as the bonds in the molecule reorient themselves
based on the light, additional charges become exposed. These additional charges interact with the
polar water molecules on the surface, affecting the overall contact angle and wetting characteristics
along with inherent electric properties.
Recent studies have been conducted over the past few decades with different photoreactive com-
pounds in different areas. These different compounds include the aforementioned photoacid and
DASA along with spiroyran [142, 148, 149]. Each type of different chemical can be used for differ-
ent kinds of surfaces and various kinds of applications, such as nanoparticles and rods [150, 151].
These different kinds of applications have allowed this kind of technology to be used across a va-
riety of surfaces, include polymers [152, 153, 154]. However, research has yet to be performed on
microstructured surfaces. Based on the changes in wetting characteristics based on the contact an-
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gle, utilizing these photosensitive coatings can be useful for changing the wetting characteristics,
therefore changing the total thermal transport potential of a cooling fluid on a heated surface.
Research Methodology
To test the concept of controlling surface wetting, two separate scenarios were analyzed. First,
thin-film hyperbolic metamaterials were fabricated to capture the change in surface energy and
intermolecular forces as function of strain. The changes in the surface energy were characterized
through measuring the advancing, receding, and equilibrium angle of various fluid of different
polarities along with tracking the changes in the reflectance of the surface. Second, different
samples were treated with spiropyran and the changes in the surface wetting were tracked through
recording the changes on the contact angle.
Metamaterials Experimentation
Custom hyperbolic metamaterials were fabricated at the Air Force Research Lab in Dayton, Ohio
through the use of an multi-gun magnetron sputtering system. The hyperbolic metamaterials were
made through stacking thin-films of Tungsten (W), Titanium Nitride (TiN), and Hafnium Dioxide
(HfO2). These samples were deposited at various configurations and volume fractions to record any
changes in the intermolecular forces and behavior of the metamaterials under strain. To accomplish
the strain experiments desired for these robust metaterials, the thin-films stacks were deposited on
pieces of Kapton Tape. Figure 4.2 shows a transmission electron spectroscopy (TEM) image of the
thin film stacks after deposition. This was performed by attaching the Kapton piece onto a more
sturdy substrate, such as silicon dioxide or sapphire. After the deposition process was completed,
the Kapton tape was removed from the robust substrate, leaving a sample of metamaterial deposited
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Figure 4.2: A transmission electron spectroscopy (TEM) image of one of the metamaterial samples
after deposition. This metamaterial was created through stacking thin-films of Tungsten, Hafnium
Dioxide, and Titanium Nitride on top of each other
on Kapton tape. This was desired since the Kapton tape could be strained to the desired values
without breaking, as compared to the silicon dioxide and sapphire substrates.
After the metamaterials were fabricated, two main experimental methods were performed to char-
acterize the change in surface energy as a function of strain; reflectometry and contact angle mea-
surements. A simple uni-axial strain apparatus was fabricated to provide the strain for the samples
tested in this dissertation. A schematic of the strain apparatus is displayed in Fig. 4.3 (a) Both
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ends of each samples are clamped down and tightened through the use of fasteners. One of the
clamped ends are fixed and the other is placed on a translation stage (Sensitivity = 0.001"). As the
translation stage is moved, the sample is extended the distance that the translation stage is traveled,
creating the strain on the sample. A Point Grey Flea Camera is utilized to capture when the strain-
ing begins and how the sample is interacting under the different strains. The desirable strains for
this study are approximately 0, 2, 4, 6, and 8 %.
An in-house reflectometer used in previous works conducted by our lab was utilized to investigate
changes in the reflectivity of the sample as a function of strain [128, 155, 156]. Figure 4.3 (b)
provides an illustration to how the reflectometer used for these experiments work. The light used in
this dissertation covers the UV-Vis-IR range (250 nm ≤ λ ≤ 950 nm) and comes from three light
sources; a broadband light source (λ = 190-2500 nm) based on deuterium (26 W) and tungsten
halogen (20 W) lamps, a broadband white light LED (λ = 400-800 nm), and a narrowband near-IR
LED (λ = 400-800 nm). The light from all three sources are brought together through the use of
a bifurcated optical fiber (UV Enhanced 250-1200 nm). The light is directed and collimated from
the optical fiber to a parabolic mirror, which guides the light to a polarized beam splitter (PBS).
The beam splitter brings the light to an infinite objective used to focus the light on the sample.
The reflected light then gets collimated through the infinite objective, passes through the PBS and
a pinhole in an Ag mirror to a UVFS plan convex lens (f = 20 mm). The lens focuses the light
into a fiber optic which carries the reflected light to a spectrometer. The spectrometer is used to
measure the intensity of the reflected light off of the sample. For the reflectometry measurements,
the sample in the strain apparatus is placed in the reflectometer. The samples were placed at strains
of approximately 0, 2, 4, 6, and 8 %. Also, to ensure the accuracy of the reflectivity results, a 10x
and 50x infinite objective were used to observed the change in reflectivity over a large area on the
sample along with smaller locations (i.e. within flakes on the surface).
Along with the reflectivity, any changes in the Hamaker constant were also detected by detecting
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Figure 4.3: (a) A schematic of the simple strain apparatus used to provide uniaxial strain to the
metamaterial experiments (b) The optics used to capture the change in the reflectance of the meta-
material samples as the sample is strained. (c) An illustration of the experiments conducted to
capture the wetting characterization of the metamaterial samples under strain
the change in the wetting behaviors of water on the metamaterials surface as the surface encoun-
tered strain, as displayed in Fig. 4.3 (c). Similar to the reflectivity experiments, the wetting values
were measured at 0, 2, 4, 6, and 8 %. The water was placed on and removed from the surface
through the use of the syringe to ensure the wetting behavior would not have any effects from
impact (i.e. We = 0). As the water is placed and sucked from the surface, a Flea Camera (Frame
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Figure 4.4: The change in molecular structure the spiropyran (SPCOOH) for this study
Rate = 2 fps) is used to capture the expansion and reduction of the water droplet on the surface.
A similar experimentation was conducted for fluids of different natural polarities to see the effect
of the polarity of a fluid has on the change in contact angle as a function of strain. Theoretically, the
changes in the wetting behavior of the fluid on the metamaterial surface will be different between
a polar and non-polar fluid due to the polar components of the interatomic forces (i.e. the Keesom
and Debye potentials). To investigate this, the advancing, receding, and equilibrium contact angle
of water (γLW = 21.8 mJ/m2, γAB = 51.0 mJ/m2), formamide (γLW = 39.0 mJ/m2, γAB = 19.0
mJ/m2), and diiodomethane (γLW = 50.8 mJ/m2, γAB = 0 mJ/m2) was recorded as a strain was
applied to different samples using the stain apparatus as previously described. With these fluid it’s
important to look at both the polar (γAB) and non polar (γLW ) components of surface tension of the
fluid.
Photoreactive Coatings
For the photoreactive coatings, an approach using an spiropyran attached to gold was utilized.
The spiropyran of choice for this investigation was l-(β -carboxyethyl)-30,30-dimethyl-6-nitrospiro
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(indoline-20,2[2H-1] benzopyran) (SPCOOH). The molecular structure change that allows for the
change in contact angle is displayed in Fig. 4.4. A multiple step process was utilized to apply
the spiropyran to the gold surface. First, a SAM of cystamine dihydrochloride was applied to
the surface of the gold by submerged in a 5 mM aqueous solution of cystamine dihydrocholoride
overnight. After the SAM is applied, the gold sample was placed in an ethanolic solution of 1-
Ethyl-3-(3-dimethylaminopropyl)carbodiimide (EDC) and SPCOOH. The concentrations of EDC
and SPCOOH are 0.01 M and 1x10−5 M, respectively, in ethanol. The sample was allowed to
soak in the ethanol based solution overnight. Once the spiropyran was applied to the surface, the
sample was exposed to UV light (λ = 365 nm) and visible light (λ = 535 nm) for activation of
the hydroxide group which affects the surface chemistry. The sample was exposed to the different
light sources for one minute each. After light exposure, the advancing, receding, and static contact
angles were captured to characterize the wetting on the surface. The wetting angles were measured
and recorded through the use of VSA Optima Video Contact Angle System.
Table 4.1: The Wicking Geometry for the Gold Microstructures Utilized for SPCOOH Experimen-
tation
Sample Shape Pattern S (µm) H (µm) d (µm)
JB-T Half Cylinder Square 50 12 20
JB-R Half Cylinder Hex 80 17.5 20
The microstructures investigated in this study were not fabricated in a similar manner as the mi-
crostructured surfaces mentioned in the previous section. These samples were fabricated through
the use of lithography and thin-film deposition. For this study, different wicking geometries were
utilized to further understand the amplification of the impact of wetting with SPCOOH based on
geometry, similar to how pillar geometry dictates the hemiwicking behavior. The geometries of
the samples are provided in Table 4.1. To capture the wetting characteristics, 6 µL droplets were
placed on the surface and the contact angle was recorded. For each sample, the contact angle on
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Figure 4.5: The wetting characterizations of the different thin film samples on Kapton tape as a
function of strain. The wetting characteristics captured are the (a) static contact, (b) advancing,
and (c) receding angles of water
bare gold and within the microstructures were recorded to characterize any difference in the change
in wetting between the two surface conditions.
Findings
Changes in Wetting with Metamaterials
The results of the changes in wetting characteristics based on applying strain to a thin-film meta-
material are also going to be analyzed. The results for changes in the contact angle on the surface
is presented in Fig. 4.5. It can be seen that for all of the metamaterials tested that as the strain in-
creases, the advancing and equilibrium contact angles decrease. Even though these two wetting an-
gles decrease, the receding angle remains constant throughout the experimentation. These changes
are occurring due to the changes in the intermolecular interactions (i.e. Hamaker’s constant). This
is reinforced by the lack of change in wetting characteristics of the Kapton tape substrate.
It can also be observed that the change in the wetting characteristics vary between the different
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Figure 4.6: The advancing, receding, and equilibrium contact angles of water, formamide, and
dioodomethane as a function of strain for KJP5-40 and Putty 44
samples. This is in part due to the differences in volume fractions and stackings between the
samples, revealing that the intermolecular interactions throughout the thin-film stacks, not just on
the surface, affect the overall wetting performance. When applying this for future cooling devices,
this shows more of the importance of thin film stacking and how to take advantage of the different
kinds of stacking.
The presence of the change in the intermolecular interactions is further enforced with testing the
contact angle with fluids of various polarities. These wetting values are presented in Fig. 4.6
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Figure 4.7: The change in reflectivity for (a) Kapton tape (b) Putty 44 (c) TiN and (d) TiN and
HfO2 stack layering at varying strains
for water, formamide, and dioodomethane. The changes in the wetting show a dipole-induced
dipole coupling behavior between the thin-film metal stacks. This is namely shown through the
difference in the advancing and receding angles. Another interseting occurence is the tendency
toward super wetting for diiodomethane and great decrease in wetting angles for formamide on
KJP5-40, but water not exhibiting the same behavior. This is brought upon by the polar behavior
of water resisting the super wetting tendencies. With these difference, it can still be said that there
is a change in the long term wetting behaviors for these two materials as strain is applied. This
reinforces that findings in Fig. 4.5.
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To further verify the impact of strain in changing the intermolecular interactions, the change in
reflectance is also recorded and presented in Fig. 4.7. Similar to the wetting results, the reflectivity
of the metamaterials change as the strain applied to the sample changes. Once again, this is known
to be of the metamaterials due to the lack of change in reflectance for the Kapton tape substrate.
This finding reinforces the wetting results since the changes in the reflectance are coming from a
change in the intermolecular interactions in the thin film material, leading to a change in the way
the light interacts with the surface.
Based on these metamatierals results, it can be concluded that implementing metamaterials can
assist in increasing the overall heat transfer performance of a fluid through strain. Similar to the
results presented earlier in this chapter with the PVA SAM and the SPCOOH coated surfaces,
a change in the wetting performance translates to a change in the overall thermal performance.
However, through the metamaterials results and the SPCOOH results, different ways to control
the wetting is presented. This ability to control the surface wettting derives from an understand-
ing of the molecular interactions both on the surface and throughout the metamaterial and taking
advantage of the increased wetting performance.
Along with the effect of cooling that is occurring, the changes in the intermolecular interactions
can also play a major role in the curvature of the evaporating thin-film meniscus. This region has
gathered interest over the past few decades due to the enhanced cooling rate that is experienced
in this area [128]. Due to the importance in this region, research has been conducted to charac-
terize the curvature of the evaporating thin film region. Some of these predictions incorporate the
intermolecular forces.
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Table 4.2: The Changes in Contact Angle of Pure Gold Coated with SPCOOH Based on Light
Exposure
Condition Contact Angle (degrees)
After SPCOOH Application 63.8 ± 3.84
1 min UV light 64.2 ± 4.45
10 min Vis light 67.5 ± 2.17
1 min UV light 64.8 ± 3.08
Figure 4.8: Two frames of water interacting with the hold microstructures before any chemical
surface treatments were applied to the surface. The picture on the right depicts the "roll off" effect,
which is an indication of the Cassie Baxter State of wetting for the microstructures
Photoreactive Coverings with Micro Structures
To properly understand the impact that the changes in the molecular structure of SPCOOH has
on microstructured surfaces, it is desired to capture the wetting performance on bare gold. These
results are provided in Table 4.2. It should be noted that for every step of the process, the contact
angle was recorded to track how each step of surface modification impacted the wetting perfor-
mance. It can be seen that on the pure gold samples that there is an overall change in the contact
angle detected.
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Figure 4.9: An overhead and side view of one of the samples of smaller wicking structures on the
gold surface. It can be seen that the water droplets interact with these structures as compared to
the previous structures
When the gold surface has microstructures, the wetting characteristics and the interactions the
water has with the microstructures are recorded. An interesting finding is observed in Fig. 4.8.
Even though there is a change in the surface chemistry, if the samples are too high or too close
together, it will be energetically unfavorable for the water droplet to be on the pillars, showing an
extreme Cassie-Baxter state. This shows a significance in looking at wetting, that the geometries
of the pillars will play a significant impact in how the droplet behavior will change within a pillar
array.
To further investigate the impacts that changes in the surface chemistry has on the microstructures,
the wetting was recorded for smaller microstructured surfaces of varying geometries. A look at the
samples utilized for this study are shown in Fig. 4.9. As compared to the tall wicking structures,
the water was allowed to interact with the wicking structures, making it possible to detect the
changes in wetting behavior. The values for the changes in wetting are displayed in Table 4.3 and
4.4. It can be seen that for the bare gold that the spiropyran is inducing a change in the contact
angle. This shows that changes are being observed on a general gold sample as is expected.
However, interesting findings are in place for microstructured surfaces. It can be seen that the same
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Table 4.3: The Changes in Contact Angles for Sample JB-T
Trial 1 Trial 2
Location on Sample 1 min UV 10 min Vis 1 min UV 10 min Vis
Bare Gold 68.41 ± 1.65 73.88 ± 2.57 72.7 ± 2.77 76.2 ± 4.14
Microstructures 70.64 ± 2.03 73.00 ± 1.37 71.8 ± 2.97 68.1 ± 2.07
Table 4.4: The Changes in Contact Angles for Sample JB-R
Trial 1 Trial 2
Location on Sample 1 min UV 10 min Vis 1 min UV 10 min Vis
Bare Gold 71.68 ± 2.50 72.8 ± 2.21 68.4 ± 6.25 71.1 ± 2.60
Microstructures 64.7 ± 4.25 69.1 ± 2.36 78.3 ± 2.47 77.5 ± 1.36
changes in wetting are observed within the microstructures. Hemiwicking was not observed with
these samples, so the water droplet behavior within the wicking array through the contact angle
is used to measure the change in wettability. It should be noted that there is a balance between
the surface chemistry and the surface geometry that needs to be taken into account when design-
ing these surface modifications for microstructures. For some structures where a water droplet
will refuse to wet the surface, the molecular reorientation of SPCOOH was not enough for the
droplet to wet the microstructures. This reveals that, even though there are chemical changes that
make a surface more hydrophilic, these molecular changes still may not be enough to create an
energetically favorable surface for the fluid to wet the microstructures.
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CHAPTER 5: CONCLUSION
The findings presented in this dissertation bring to light the importance of surface conditions as
technology demands thermal systems with higher cooling rates. The jet impingement results re-
vealed a method in which the heating phenomenons could be measured within the thermal bound-
ary layer through TDTR. Along with a unique way to measure the thermal transport in a popular
cooling technique, two separate studies were conducted to analyze the impact of different surface
conditions on the solid-fluid interaction. One approach was through utilizing soft materials on
hemiwicking surfaces, demonstrating the importance of looking at possible surface deformations
in impeding the hemiwicking performance. The other approach was through adjusting the surface
chemistry of a hemiwicking surface to control the hemiwicking performance on a microstructures
surface.
Combining all of these findings together yields a unique method and path in future research in
further understanding the impact on interfacial interactions on the maximum heat flux a surface
can experience. As the demand for greater thermal transport is required for future technologies,
an understanding of the surface-fluid interactions on a heated surface within the thermal bound-
ary layer will become more important to understand in order to maximize the thermal transport.
Implementing methods, such as TDTR, will be useful in capturing such behaviors, not just in jet
impingement, but in other modern cooling systems, such as spray cooling and passive heat pipes.
The importance in capturing this behavior becomes greater as investigations on various surface
treatments continue. For instance, if a metamaterial is placed on the surface and begins to experi-
ence strain, the inter molecular behavior will change, as demonstrated in this dissertation. These
changes in behavior may lead to overall change in the thermal performance on the surface and
the reasons for these changes will need to be detected capturing the fluidic behavior close to the
surface.
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Based on the work presented in this dissertation, a groundwork is laid for investigating thermal be-
haviors under the different surface conditions. Whether through various chemical surface coatings,
newly fabricated metamateirals, or any other method of controlling the surface energy, the thermal
performance can be recorded for these samples under various different conditions. Through the use
of TDTR, the liquid-surface interactions can be observed, providing a unique method of detecting
the changes in thermal performance close to the surface based on the changes in molecular inter-
actions. Combining all of these methods together can help tackle some of the cooling challenges
faced in industry today, paving the way for more powerful technology to emerge.
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APPENDIX A: JET IMPINGEMENT ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
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Figure A.1: A picture of both the pump and probe beams in the microchannel.
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APPENDIX B: SOFT WETTING ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
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Figure B.1: A schematic of the cantilevered beam experimentation used to determine the Youngs
Modulus of the PDMS Samples
Table B.1: The fabrication methods for the PDMS Samples for the study along with the corre-
sponding Youngs Modulus
Sample Mixing Ratio Curing Time (Hours) E (MPa)
1 10:1 1 1.21 ± 0.0910
2 10:1 3 1.16 ± 0.0854
3 15:1 1 0.388 ± 0.134
4 10:1 5 1.95 ± 0.188
5 20:1 1 0.337 ± 0.0443
6 9:1 5 1.98 ± 0.311
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Table B.2: The meniscus extension values with the different working fluids on the samples used in
this study
Sample Working Fluid Meniscus Extension (x0,µm) E0 (γ/x0, N/m2) E/E0
1 Ethanol 26.44 ± 4.27 830.938 1456.186
1 Isopropyl Alcohol 26.28 ± 2.40 796.423 1519.293
1 Isooctane 20.94 ± 1.10 888.252 1362.226
2 Ethanol 27.18 ± 3.08 808.315 1435.084
2 Isopropyl Alcohol 25.61 ± 3.32 817.259 1419.379
2 Isooctane 27.85 ± 1.79 667.864 1736.881
3 Ethanol 27.53 ± 4.66 798.039 486.192
3 Isopropyl Alcohol 26.60 ± 2.77 786.842 493.614
3 Isooctane 24.71 ± 1.72 752.732 515.456
4 Ethanol 20.49 ± 2.31 1072.230 1818.640
4 Isopropyl Alcohol 20.61 ± 2.08 1015.526 1920.187
4 Isooctane 27.63 ± 2.27 673.181 2896.695
5 Ethanol 27.08 ± 2.02 811.300 415.383
5 Isopropyl Alcohol 26.65 ± 2.02 785.366 429.099
5 Isooctane 25.05 ± 1.81 742.515 453.863
6 Ethanol 26.73 ± 3.69 821.923 2408.985
6 Isopropyl Alcohol 25.13 ± 1.38 832.869 2377.325
6 Isooctane 30.18 ± 3.87 616.302 3212.711
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APPENDIX C: DERIVATION OF SCALES USED FOR SOFT PILLAR
DEFORMATION
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However, it can be determined that the LaPlace force is going to have a greater impact on the
deformation of the pillar than the capillary force. This was reinforced by Chandra and Yang. Due
to the cosine terms in the force, it can be said that the direction of the forced will be down parallel
to the side of the pillar, creating a buckling force. Based on what is seen from the videos in the






where n is an effective length factor (0.5 for this case) and I is the moment of inertia for the






The time scale has to be estimated based off of the evaporation rate of a fluid meniscus. First, a
scale for the change in volume is developed with respect to the contact angle of the fluid from the
pillar. This scale is expressed below
∆V = 2RH(s−2R)(1− cosθ) (C.5)
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Now the evaporating rate for an evaporating meniscus must be used to find the time scale of the














Rearranging the above equations yields the following time scale for deformation:
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Figure D.1: A top view of the metamaterial Putty 44 using a (a) 5x infinity objective and a (b) 10
x infinity objective
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APPENDIX E: SURFACE CHEMISTRY ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
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Figure E.1: (a) An overhead view of Sample A for the PVA experimentation along with the defi-
nitions of the wicking geometry (b) A 3D image of the microstructures of Sample D for the PVA
experimentation
Table E.1: The Contact Angle Values (in Degrees) of Bare Gold Under 5 mM Concentration of
Cystamine Dihydrochloride SAM
Condition EDC SPCOOH EDC/SPCOOH
After SPCOOH Application 68.8 ± 1.52 74.3 ± 1.67 64.0 ± 1.88
1 min UV light 69.6 ± 1.86 76.2 ± 4.74 66.0 ± 2.20
10 min Vis light 71.4 ± 0.90 79.7 ± 5.24 68.8 ± 1.30
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Figure E.2: The absorption of SPCOOH in ethanol under different light cycles. The four light
cycles presented are 254 nm to 520 nm, 365 nm to 520 nm, 254 nm to 470 nm, and 365 nm to 470
nm. For each result, dark was used as a control to detect changes in the orientation of SPCOOH
Table E.2: The Contact Angle Values (in Degrees) of Bare Gold Under 50 mM Concentration of
Cystamine Dihydrochloride SAM
Condition EDC SPCOOH EDC/SPCOOH
After SPCOOH Application 72.8 ± 2.11 76.2 ± 4.74 73.7 ± 1.23
1 min UV light 69.5 ± 1.29 76.3 ± 1.21 73.8 ± 1.47
10 min Vis light 73.1 ± 1.86 76.9 ± 4.32 73.6 ± 1.13
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Figure F.1: The copyright permission from IEEE to use anything from my paper from the 2018
IEEE ITtherm Conference
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